
ANGLO AMERICAN PLC SWOT

SWOT analysis is a strategic planning tool that can be used by Anglo American Plc managers to do a situational
analysis of the firm. It is an important technique .

Timetric strictly follows a standardized research methodology to ensure high levels of data quality and these
characteristics guarantee a unique report. K construction materials industry, as well as markets in continental
Europe and the Middle East. De Beers, through Element Six, is a major producer of synthetic industrial
diamond material; applications include cutting, grinding, polishing, wire making and other technical and
scientific uses. It also leads to reduced innovation. Dyson, R. Recognize potential partnerships and suppliers.
Skilled Labor force: Anglo American Plc has invested extensively in the training of its employees that has
resulted in it employing a large number of skilled and motivated employees. Article continues after
advertisement The company has not being able to tackle the challenges present by the new entrants in the
segment and has lost small market share in the niche categories. A comparative example could be - GE
healthcare research helped it in developing better Oil drilling machines. Constant technological developments
require the workforce to be trained accordingly as the inability to keep up with these changes can lead to loss
of business for Anglo American Plc. Anglo Coal produces approximately million tonnes of thermal and
metallurgical coal from four geographic regions: South Africa, Australia, South America Venezuela and
Colombia and North America Canada. It carries out the exploration, extraction and processing of metals and
minerals. Looking for help with term paper on Anglo American Plc? This means that there is an opportunity
for Anglo American Plc to expand their presence online; by using the internet to interact with its customers.
Use its strong financial position to invest in intellectual property rights. Government green drive also opens an
opportunity for procurement of Anglo American Plc products by the state as well as federal government
contractors. The company's portfolio of mining assets and natural resources includes precious metals, base
metals, and bulk commodities. About Anglo American plc Anglo American plc operates in the mining
industry. Use its innovative teams to find cheaper alternatives to fuel so that these could be used, thereby
reducing costs S4, O3. Dealer Community: Anglo American Plc has a strong relationship with its dealers that
not only provide them with supplies but also focus on promoting the company's products and training. The
assessment done through a SWOT analysis is a static one and does not take into consideration the changes that
take place in the competitive environment.


